
E-Discovery and Data Collection

Today’s litigators understand that, long before you can even think about the burden of proof, 
you must consider the duty to preserve. Whatever action your company is facing—from a 
regulatory compliance issue to an electronic evidence preservation order—we deliver proven 
expertise in computer forensics to help you collect, and make sense of, essential data to present 
the strongest possible case.

In complex legal proceedings, a company’s documents are open to 
scrutiny by parties looking to uncover damaging information. With deep 
experience handling complex multinational litigations and investigations, 
our computer forensics professionals focus on the needs of companies 
facing time-sensitive situations involving electronic data, networks 
and systems. We help organisations meet requirements for collecting, 
analysing and producing data from a variety of sources, including e-mail, 
voicemail, mobile devices, backup tapes, social media, the cloud, shared 
server files and databases—often on multiple continents. We provide 
both proactive and reactive support using expert services, methodologies 
and tools that help companies and their legal advisers understand 
technology-dependent issues.

We have a keen understanding of the risks and roadblocks associated 
with complex legal proceedings. We understand the intricacies and 
implications of company data under legal scrutiny, and the international 
protection and privacy issues that apply to electronic documents in these 
contexts. Our technical experts work closely with our forensic accountants 
and financial investigation professionals to efficiently recover, organise 
and analyse electronically stored information—regardless of the format or 
language of that data. Our teams include highly focused specialists with 
both in-the-field and in-the-courtroom experience. We have participated 
in some of the world’s largest front-page civil, class action and regulatory 
investigations.

With our experience and technological expertise, we offer  
comprehensive computer forensics services in the following areas:

 ■ Global Electronic Discovery Services – When a complaint has  
been filed, a summons has been served or an investigation has 
commenced—or even when one is reasonably anticipated—
companies must quickly determine what information needs to be 
preserved and how best to preserve it. We help companies comply 
with discovery obligations while protecting privileged information. 
Throughout the entire litigation lifecycle—from data collection 
and culling to review and production for possible presentation in 
court—we employ proven methodologies that provide a strategic and 
logistical advantage while minimising the impact on daily business 
operations.

Service Highlights

 - Global data collection and 
foreign language document 
review capabilities

 - Regulator approved 
preservation and analysis 
protocols and processes

 - Proven data preservation, 
restoration and analysis 
methods 

 - Expertise with emerging 
data types, including 
social media and the cloud

 - Advanced native file 
processing, hosting and 
review

 - Expertise in financial 
investigations, fraud 
investigations and IP theft 
forensics

 - Access to, and deep 
expertise with, industry- 
standard technologies 
including EnCase and 
Ringtail®

 - Provide expert evidence 
and testimony



FTI Technology helps clients manage the risk and complexity of e-discovery. 
We collaborate with clients to develop and implement defensible e-discovery 
strategies with keen focus on the productivity of document review.  Our complete 
range of offerings, from forensic data collection to managed document review 
services, provides unprecedented flexibility to address any discovery challenge 
with confidence. Our clients rely on our software, services and expertise to address 
matters ranging from internal investigations to large-scale litigation with global 
e-discovery requirements.
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 ■ Intellectual Property Theft – Our computer forensics specialists can help your company secure all potentially 
relevant data sources, recover deleted data, gain access to password-protected files, and identify key 
documents and system artefacts to piece together a chain of events for presentation in court. Our proven 
procedures maintain the forensic integrity of the source data at all times, and the findings of the analysis are 
presented by internationally recognised experts in the field.

 ■ Social Media and The Cloud – Employees, customers and competitors are increasingly sharing and storing 
more information through social media and the cloud. Our team can quickly preserve and collect this 
information, as well as ask the right questions to ensure your collection is thorough and defensible.

 ■ E-mail Reconstruction and Relationship Analysis Services – Litigations and investigations often hinge upon 
the question of “who knew what, and when did they know it?” We can help decipher intricate relationships 
between individuals and entities through electronic data trails. Our computer forensics team is highly skilled 
at identifying and untangling webs of interdependencies that link people, corporate entities, monetary 
amounts, business partners and outsiders to the critical events under analysis.

 ■ E-Discovery Consulting - Ringtail is the strongest platform for law firms and corporate legal teams tasked 
with managing the complexity and scope of today’s global e-discovery, and also ideal for reliably supporting 
everyday litigation workflows. Ringtail delivers easy-to-use, cost-effective review with advanced visual 
analytics and robust production capabilities across all matter sizes and types. From routine legal matters and 
time-pressured internal investigations to large, multi-jurisdiction litigation, Ringtail’s patented features will 
dramatically improve the speed and accuracy of review while providing a predictable process and reduced 
costs across your e-discovery projects.

Case In Point

We assisted an international company in response to a regulatory investigation and related litigation 
involving more than 60 custodian’s email and electronic files. Hundreds of DVDs and numerous external 
hard drives were indexed and compiled into a comprehensive online review environment. We supported 
about 200 reviewers, comprising multiple review teams, across 5 client offices located throughout Europe 
and the United States. This engagement utilised advanced processing, review, and production technologies. 
Notably, 2.5 million documents were electronically de-duplicated to 1.3 million documents.
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